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Petitions out Monday for class office nominations

ITSA's election commission announced this week that nominating petitions for the May 17-18 elections will be available at the office of the dean of students at 12 Noon, Monday. Office hours are open only to those entering as president, vice president, or treasurer. ITSA seniors will have their offices at large (who must be in their 4th, 5th, or 6th semester) and class members will have their offices at the request of the dean of students.

Spring crop of pledges to be honored at school assembly

Tau Beta Pi pledges and outstanding men in several departments will be honored at the Assembly, Monday, May 8. To permit all students to attend, Dasa Bettlacheri has been chosen to address the class members of the department in assembly. A 1 p.m. in the NU auditorium. Among the awards to be presented are those to outstanding sophomores in the electrical and mechanical engineering departments and the Tau Beta Pi woman's office at 1015 S. Michigan Avenue.

UGLY "FRED" MAMEET, last year's AIEE, southern AP office, was honored in this contest. Fred, a favorite in the contest, lost by a grime to Ed Stiles.

UGliest of Uglies sought for APO penny contest

Are you the most ugly guy on campus? There is going to be an ugly guy contest for AP's APO penny contest. All contestants must submit a picture of themselves to the APO office in either postcard form or to the AP office post office box 280, or if you are afraid to have a picture taken APO will take a picture at no extra cost. The contest ends May 12.

APO expressed its belief that the contest would be very big at the end of the year and the most popular will be honored as the most ugly at the APO party.

Zest Magazine distributed soon

The second edition of Zest will be distributed after the Junior Week, Bal Lancer and Alan Platt, editors of the student literary magazine, announced. Copies will be sold for ten cents each.

Coordinating the literary accomplishments of Tech, Zest attempts to present the works of students to the general campus population. Included in the edition will be several short stories, poems and reviews, ranging from the viewpoint of the student to the delight of harrowing writing. Platt stated.

The magazine will be on sale in the NU lobby. A limited number will be printed.

Confusion sets in as IIT shuffles days of week

By Dade Wilcox

IIT Tech has done it again! In one dramatic sweep, the administration has accomplished what the U. S. Congress couldn't do in 1950. In a news release to Technology News two weeks ago it was decreed that next Monday shall be Thursday, Tuesday will be Friday, and Wednesday will be Saturday. The week now begins in the Monday, ends in the Saturday, and has the start at the center—It seems. Meanwhile in the shuffle Sunday got lost, but I'm sure it will show up somehow. It might be interesting to wonder where Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday appear in the new setup or will they be Thursday, Friday and Saturday. Oh that's right, they're Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday now. This of course raises a very pertinent question, what does the week consist of, four, six, or seven days or does it consist of three days, 48 hours long? Meanwhile, where does Monday fit in? A suggestion might be in order: why not start fresh? "Why not start fresh?" Week would be four days of 48 hours length as follows: Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday. The last named day being a day of rest from the utter confusion resulting from the first three. But here again, a very pertinent question arises, what happens to daylight saving time? Will the farmers revolt again? See next,
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Displaced frat men organizing 'Lost Greeks'

"Lost Greeks," an organization of men whose social fraternities have no chapters and live on campus, will hold its first meeting Tuesday.

"A few members with many fraternities represented was present but not many eligible members around campus who missed this meeting," organizers I'm told.

In hopes of attracting more of these potential members another meeting will be held May 11 at 3 p.m. The location is to be announced in Technology Newsletter.

Both national and local Fraternity men are eligible for membership in the organization but graduated seniors unable to attend the next meeting are asked to contact Lois Erickson in students office.
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State license exams held here

State examinations for registration examinations, in which the candidate will be held May 23 and 24 at Illinois Tech, it was announced by Edwin E. Whitehead, director of electrical engineering and member of the State Examining committee.

Employing persons, or students eligible for graduation in June, 1950, may take the examination by arrangement with Illinois Tech.

Two separate examinations will be held, one for the State of Engineer-in-Training, the other for the State of Engineer-In-Training. The examinations will be open to those who have completed at least four years professional experience.

Application forms, instructions, and copies of the Illinois Professional Engineers Act will be obtained from Dr. Whitehead.
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ITSA forms new cheating committee

By Max Vogel, ITSA reporter

At the ITSA meeting held Wednesday, the following matters of business were heard and acted upon. Treasurer Tom Murray reported on the proceeds available for appropriation at the present time, the ITSA social committee was formed.

Another matter discussed was a letter addressed to ITSA from Leslie Hardison, president of Tau Beta Pi, concerning ITSA's repudiation of the ITSA repudiation. Hardison stated in his letter that the repudiation was more applicable to ITSA than to Tau Beta Pi for ITSA's failure to make rules clear, the board voted to consider the matter closed.

At the request of Ed Michiel, a visitor at the meeting, the question of student cheating was brought up. It was pointed out that no study of this problem had been conducted jointly by the faculty and the students. President Gaffney, after the board's approval, appointed the following members of ITSA to serve under the chairmanship of Ed Michiel:

Fay Beeman, Norman Eiffel, Tom Murray, and Sherman Roberts.
Student report on cheating re-examined

On May 17, 1949, almost a year ago, the Student Cheating committee, it was accepted and referred to the faculty for their own study of the two reports.

The Student Cheating committee, from meeting assembled, presents the following recommendations for ITSA: Faculty approval and further action. The committee feels that the chief causes for cheating in school work are:

1. Insecurity through unpreparedness, due to misunderstanding of material to be covered in quizzes.

2. A lack of a sense of honor since “everybody’s doing it.”

3. The impression that each and every exam must be passed in order to pass the course.

In order to alleviate these conditions the committee feels that the following suggestions need be made for faculty assistance in minimizing the present ill:

1. That each open book quiz be given or not at the discretion of the instructor. This will eliminate the feeling of insecurity specified in (1) above and will be utilized for the same practice now in use.

2. That a minimum of four quizzes be given each semester with the lowest individual quiz grade regarded in determining the final grade. This will eliminate (3) above.

3. That members of the faculty be offered opportunities to increase their proficiency by taking special courses in teaching skills and that all members of the faculty having less than one year’s experience in teaching be required to attend such courses. This will aid in eliminating the first of the cheating causes mentioned above.

After or simultaneously with the establishment of the above suggestions, the situation is ripe for an Honor System to remove the second cause for cheating mentioned above. By an Honor System we mean a universally followed practice of placing the student on his honor not to give or receive any aid in an examination. Interests are also bound by this system to either leave the classroom or remain for the explicit purpose of answering questions. In order to increase the effectiveness of the system, it is further recommended that an intensive sales campaign be carried on among the incoming students to convince them of its merits.

We recommend the creation of an Honor Board composed of:

- President of ITSA
- Dean of Liberal Studies
- Dean of Students

The duties of the above Board shall be to hear all cases concerning breaches of honor and to impose such measures agreed upon from the following list by a three-fifths vote in favor of one specific measure after the guiltiness of the defendant is ascertained. These punitive measures should be considered in succession from the most severe to the least:

1. Dismissal
2. Suspension
3. Grade of F in the course
4. Reduction of final grade two letter grades
5. Reduction of final grade one letter grade

In addition or in place of one of the above items social probation may be imposed upon the defendant.

We further suggest standardization within departments by subject with regard to quizzes and lectures. This measure would be desirable but is not recommended as a specific measure since it would involve many factors beyond the control of ITSA and the Student Cheating committee.

The acceptance and practice of this system by a substantial portion of the student body will result in the raising of the newly created sense of honor to a point where social pressure and student reporting will reduce the number of breaches of honor to what we hope will be zero.

Respectfully submitted,
Connie Glenn
Tom Murray
Jim Goodry
Harold Jones
Dave Pauck
Ray Kiltzke, chairman.

C. E. Dekans’ JW Message:

Message to the Students
Junior Week-Open House is a festive occasion which you should all enjoy. We have a dual role to perform: first, as host and hostess for visitors on our campus; second, to participate in activities of the open house program of student activities which has been prepared.

Junior Week-Open House 1950 will be an event we will all long remember.

Dean of Students
C. E. Dekans

Let’s try for best JWOH

Many students view the onset of Junior Week with a determination to complete lab reports, crack neglected notes, or just forget school. Considering the pressure on some students, any of these are commendable.

Only once a year, however, do students have the chance to view the work of departments in the School of Technology, learn what a modern research foundation looks like, and gain a more intimate acquaintance with their own departmental work by demonstrating it to others.

In the public opinion of one’s degree and school reputation can be greatly enhanced by active student interest in Tech’s Junior Week programs. Boost Tech and yourself by pitching in.
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Slipstick

It was getting on into the wee hours. With a great show of courage and virility she asked, “When are you going to drive back to town and take me home?”

He: “Soon as you say the word.”

She: “Then let’s go home.”

He: “That’s not the word.”

A woman got in a cab and told the driver, “Quick! Get me to a fraternity house.” The driver said, “You mean you want Strickler?” She said, “Oh, yes, well hurry up! Freshman, see the upstairs?” He said, “Upstairs? Don’t you mean Intern?” She said, “Freshman, Intern, upstairs. In-tern, just get me there quick. I think I’m engaged.”

A tricky joke, I’ll tell the world, for Mikeo Mancini. An inviting smile upon her lips, but monstretas in her garter.

The bride is speaking from the luxurious depths of an oversize feather bed. “Thrilling, Frank, hard to believe we’re married.” On the opposite end of the room we can hear the creaked figure of the groomsman. No answer. Seconds tick by. Again, “Darling, it just doesn’t seem we are married at last.” No answer. More time drags agonizingly by. The groom finally speaks, in a voice contorted with rage and frustration: “If you can get out of this frame, I’ll turn you into the nearest outhouse you will find.”

Sweet young things: “Mamma, come here and make Johny stop teasing me.”

Mammon: “What’s he doing, dear?”

Mammon: “It’s better, Johny’s sitting at the other end of the sofa.”

By Curvedale Connie
ALL COLLEGE
AND UNIVERSITY
JUNIOR and SENIOR
CRUISE

Sponsored by Junior and Senior Classes
Cruise Representatives:
Ira Graham and Sherman Roberts

Aboard the
S.S. NORTH AMERICAN
Queen of the Great Lakes

GREAT LAKES CRUISE
2 DAYS ... JUNE 12 to 14

Leave Chicago Monday, June 12
Return Wednesday, June 14

Here is a glorious climax to a year of study! A special cruise
on the S.S. North American leaving Chicago Monday, June 12
(Michigan Avenue Bridge) at 3 P.M. Your cruise ship will sail
the length of beautiful Lake Michigan. Then through the Straits
of Mackinac to historic and colorful Mackinac Island. You'll
have six hours ashore here to visit the Grand Hotel, the Old
Fort and other interesting spots on this world-famed island.
Then, plenty of more fun aboard ship on the return trip. You
will arrive back in Chicago Wednesday, June 14 at 7 P.M.

Better plan now to make up a group of your friends to enjoy
this marvelous Great Lakes Cruise at this special rate for
Juniors and Seniors. There will be rest, relaxation and FUN.
There will be deck games. There will be dancing to the rhythmic
strains of the ship's orchestra. There will be gay companionship,
truly fine meals and grand scenery that will keep you busy
with your camera. Come along!

SHIP FEATURES
The S.S. NORTH AMERICAN and her sister ship the S.S. SOUTH
AMERICAN have these great features:

- The ONLY ships on the Great Lakes designed and built exclu-
sively for cruising ... no automobiles, no freight.
- The ONLY Great Lakes cruise ships with all outside rooms.
- The ONLY Great Lakes cruise ships with sheltered and car-
peted promenade decks completely enclosing the ship.
- The ONLY Great Lakes cruise ships with topside sun, sports
and observation decks.
- The FINEST entertainment de-
partment on the Great Lakes
with cruise directors, social di-
rectors, bridge huskies, orches-
tros, and Hammond organs.
- Oil-fired ships ... CLEAN ... no smoke, no soot, no cinders.
- American Flag Ships.
- Radar and ship-to-shore tele-
phone service.

ALL-EXPENSE
2 FUN-PACKED DAYS $24

Includes transportation, delicious meals, berth in OUTSIDE
staterooms and Federal Tax. No tipping.

Reservations are limited! Get
further information from and
make your reservations with
DEAN OF STUDENTS
Techmen Talk
By Paul Mandelstein

QUESTIONS: What is your opinion of freedom of student action in national politics on campus.

Robert Kozol, M.S.E.

"Freedom of political action should be allowed on this campus for the good of the school and its students. Also it is in keeping with the American principles. Any political club should be allowed to form if there are students who desire it. There would be no advantage of subversive clubs in all of this. Subversive organizations were rejoiced to have all their meetings open to the public, so their viewpoints would be generally known.

Nestor Farber, Ch. M.

"Any restrictions that are placed upon political activity on any campus, are definitely un-American. Clubs should represent progressive thinking and progress in political action. In keeping with this, students would benefit from freedom of political activity. Possibly HU is afraid of having political groups on campus or that they would lose contributors of money and services if the students entertain unpopular viewpoints. Neither of these things should cause the Institute any concern. Subversive organizations will be dealt with by the student body in a constitutional way, since they will hold meetings where all may hear their viewpoints. For the other problem, my answer is, I would not contribute to a school that wasn't politically free first."

Robert Vandervert, M.S.E.

"Puritan political organizations should not be banned, but it would be to the students' best interests if such organizations did not exist. I definitely think that non-partisan organizations would help students to become more intelligent voters. It would be un-American to ban any type of organization, but if there were unpopular organizations on this campus the board of trustees would ban other political entities and consider how to help HU graduates. I know of a graduate of Roosevelt college who has had this trouble.

Robert J. Blumenthal, M.S.E.

"I believe that complete freedom of political activity should be a part of every college program. Because of the cold war and the general atmosphere, it has cread more unpopular political beliefs and idiosyncratic political organizations are barred from the campus, where a measure of political activity is allowed. On those campuses the greatest hypocrisy is being practiced."

"In my opinion, while the course of no political activity followed by the Institute is not the most desirable, it is far better than the hypocrisy seen followed by other schools."

With Mother's good taste... Dad's good sense... it's safe to be on Elgin!

SAYS Judge

Walter Teshima

University of Michigan Law School and Bar, member of the Illinois State Bar.

Elgin is the watch you'll be happy to wear. For years we've advertised it, but for us, we have assurance of style correctness — style endorsed by America's "best dressed" women and men. It's extra refinement, too, in an Elgin's continually faithful performance — the result of such exclusive advancements as the DuraPower Movement. Spring. This is the Most Dependable Power. For accuracy, no other watch compares so favorably. For four generations an Elgin Watch has been the traditional graduation gift, a faithful and constant reminder of the great day. Now is the time to suggest that the gift you want most is an Elgin. Elgin is the watch you'll be happy to wear. For years we've advertised it, but for us, we have assurance of style correctness — style endorsed by America's "best dressed" women and men. It's extra refinement, too, in an Elgin's continually faithful performance — the result of such exclusive advancements as the DuraPower Movement. Spring. This is the Most Dependable Power. For accuracy, no other watch compares so favorably. For four generations an Elgin Watch has been the traditional graduation gift, a faithful and constant reminder of the great day. Now is the time to suggest that the gift you want most is an Elgin. Elgin is the watch you'll be happy to wear.

ONLY $17.50
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Tough math problems made easier by analog computer

Forget about those slide-rules—log tables are definitely passé—analog computer, which solves some complex mathematical problems fifty to a hundred times faster than you can with paper and pencil, has been acquired by the Armour labs.

The machine, housed in a metal cabinet about six feet high, is equipped with dials, switches, blanking lights, and a white ateline screen. It will be used to turn out quick answers to mathematical problems whose solutions via the paper and pencil method have always been time consuming or even impossible. The analog computer solves, electronically, equations expressing the dynamics of a system, and any linear equation with constant coefficients.

The ability to save time and cut out some of the "drudgery" in mathematics are the two chief advantages of the computer, according to Charles D. Merrill, who briefed ARF people on its use. Merrill, a mechanical engineer with Goodyear Aircraft corporation, which made the computer, is in charge of the company's program of developing computing devices.

Compared to manual computations, the machine is five times as fast when it is digesting only one solution; it is 25 to 50 times as fast when a number of solutions are wanted.

The ARF computer is one of eight such devices in existence and is known as "Model L-2." It was developed by Goodyear Aircraft under contract with the Air Material Command of the Air Force, and has ever been used primarily in aerodynamics problems.

The computer can tell the effect on an aircraft of factors such as sudden gusts of wind, movement of its control surfaces, and position of the propeller. However, the computer can be used in many other problems, such as those arising in vibration analysis, electrical and mechanical structures, and in other dynamic problems.

Problems are "fed" to the computer by the operator, who connects resistors, condensers, amplifiers, switches, and source voltages, according to the equations being studied. Solutions are given in the form of voltages which describe the magnitudes of variables as functions of time. The answers are given by the computer as lines drawn on a moving graph paper.

Merrill's answer to an inevitable question, "Does the computer think?" is a flat "No." However, he admits that it is an extremely complex apparatus.

Research grant awarded Durrell

A $2,500 extension on a previous research grant was made to Dr. Anguill J. Durrell for a study of brittle material in stress analysis by the Research corporation, New York.

Dr. Durrell, lecturer at Illinois Tech and research engineer in applied mechanics at Armour Research Foundation, will continue his study of stress analysis by use of brittle material.

In this method an exact region is marked, usually in plastic, and pressure is applied to determine the degree of stress the structure is able to withstand, and to locate its weakest points. It is based on the characteristic of the material to crack visibly upon reaching predetermined stress values.

FPE's to hear talk on CO

H. V. Wilkinson, director of research of the Carbon corporation, will speak to the Fire Protection Engineers society on "The Use and Storage of Low Pressure Carbon Dioxide." A film and slides will accompany this discussion, later set in a current FPESE series of lectures and films.

The talk will be given Monday at 1 p.m. in 1103B. A discussion following the FPE exhibit for Junior Week will follow.

Alumni day to mark dedication of new chimneys

Gunnison hall, apartments building for Tech personal, and the recently installed carillon in the North union will be dedicated in two separate ceremonies on campus Friday. A dedication luncheon for the carillon at 11:30 will be followed by a chime concert from 1:00 until 2. Those at the luncheon will be C. Donald Dallas, chairman of the board, Stevens and Brown, and trustee of Illinois Tech; Henry T. Head, president of Illinois Tech; and Harold Monday, trustee and president of the Alumni association.

The chimnes were the gift of Dallas in memory of his father, a Chicagoan, and his alma mater, Cornell. With the ceremonies to be held on the front steps of the building, Gunnison hall will be dedicated at 3 p.m. A reception will follow with President Head, Leonard Dale, a resident of the hall, and, if he is able to be there, Mayor Kemmel. Open house with punch tapers will be held until 5:30.

In the plans for the celebration of the new south side, Gunnison hall to the first privately-financed large-scale project to be completed. The public is invited to attend the Gunnison dedication ceremonies and reception. Attendance at the luncheon is by invitation only.

Minatures featured at art exhibit

The last in Illinois Tech's art exhibits will feature the 1200th miniature collection recently presented to the college by Miss Mary Magdalene, 51-year-old Chicago artist. The exhibit will be held in the library starting today and lasting through May 15.

Included in the 80 works is a famous painting of Martin Luther by an unknown artist and one of Mary Magdalene believed to be by Leonardo Da Vinci. Fifty of the paintings were done by Miss Hourman. Miss Humann came to Chicago as a child in the party with Carl Schurz.

Still the usual

To IIT students and staff

Get in on all of our services

Washing—mechanical repairs—towing

Greasers—body & fender repairs

Simonizing

Complete line of new and used tires

Accessories

Come in for your discount sticker

Michigan Ave. Auto Rebuilders, Inc.

32nd Michigan Ave.
**Tech Sports**

Zevitz and Leiser hurl in twin bill; DeKalb game called off due to rain

By Joe Rodgers

The Tech nine travels to Valparaiso tomorrow for the first double-header of the season. The game was postponed until tomorrow because of rain. The game was called off due to rain and the Tech will face DeKalb tomorrow in a twin bill.

Softball games stopped by rain

By Len Kohan

Only three games have been played in IF softball thus far, and with the rain lately it looks as if there will be some difficulty in completing the schedule before the semester is over. Coach Ed Glueck said all games will be postponed until a suitable place in available in which to play ball.

'Bibb's hopefuls' gun for third victory tomorrow

By G. M. Hunt

Illinois Tech's unbeaten golf team will be after its third victory of the season tomorrow when they meet Lake Forest and Northwestern Illinois College in the Shorewood Invitational Tournament. The Tech golfers have been playing well and have been able to keep up with the competition.

RoY McCaully

VICTORY

By Ted Speth

McCuay's Maulers triumphed last Saturday by the bullet score of 31-40 for the first IFIT track victory of the current season. The high points of their dominant one was the sweep of the squad across the starting field at Stagg Field tomorrow at 1:30.

Led by high scoring Ken Yan- kiro the Scarlet and Gray took thirteenth of the fifteen points and nine of the possible places for the squad. Coat won first in the discus, with a distance of 150 feet, 1 inch; first in the broad jump (24 feet 3 inches); first in the 110 yard hurdles; and Jewel the javelin 40 feet 11 feet 3 inches (first in that event as well).

The mile relay was won by the Techs and dropped the last two legs of the relay. The 4 x 400 meter relay was also won by the Techs and dropped all four legs of the relay. The 4 x 100 meter relay was also won by the Techs and dropped the last two legs of the relay.

The Techs' 24 point lead was not enough to win the meet as the Bulldogs scored 27 points to the Techs' 23.
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Consensus shows it's Bosox, Bums

By Marc Feldman

Proving that baseball is America's favorite pastime, arriners continued to pour into the Technology News office, even after the contract deadline had passed. Not wanting to disappoint these fanatics, the sports department has continued to hold the contest open for these entries.

The entries seem to be following the general opinion of the arriners in selecting the pennant winners. The consensus, this week, finds

Brooklyn still leading in the National League, and the heavy favorites of the American League, the Red Sox.

**Fraternity Row**

By Sid Doppelt

Coming from behind with a stirring rally, the Phi Kappa Sigma ping-pong team captured the championship cup by downing Alpha Sigma Phi, 2-3. The Alpha Rho jumped off to a lead when Roger Kraft downed Bill Matt-
tern, 4-3. But Veitch, of the win-
ers, evened it up immediately by shutting out Omaha Redick by a 2-0 tally. Once again Alpha Sigma Phi took the lead as George Hot-
tinger won the third match to put his team within one game of the championship. Lou Maxman then evened it up by narrowly outscoring out a 2-3 victory over Claude Herlong and the doubles match ended as the deciding factor.

Matterson and Veitch faced Kraft and Herlong, and the two red hot Phi Kapps took the match in three straight games, and with it, the cup.

Final plans were taken by Tru-
gle Fraternity as they downed Theta Xi by a 4-0 count.

Next week, Alpha Sigma Phi will put its 19 track trophy up for grabs. As usual, it is expected this time with both Theta Xi and Delta Tau Delta turning in sensational pre-season workouts to build on their previous year's success.

**We Dare Them All!**

**YES, PHILIP MORRIS challenges any other leading brand to suggest this test**

In just ONE MINUTE... you can prove to yourself PHILIP MORRIS is definitely less irritating - therefore MORE ENJOYABLE than the brand you're now smoking!

...light up a PHILIP MORRIS...

...and take a puff... and... and... and...

3...well, let the smoke come through your nose. Easy, isn't it? And now...

MAKE NO MISTAKE... Only ONE cigarette is recognized by eminent medical authorities as definitely less irritating. That cigarette is PHILIP MORRIS!
Deadline for writers' scholarship extended

Examination date for the technical writing scholarship sponsored by Industry and Power magazine has been set back two weeks to May 18. C. E. Dodds, Dean of Students, announced this week. The $1,000 scholarship test was originally scheduled for tomorrow.

A faculty committee consisting of Dr. L. E. Gritter, research professor of civil engineering and mechanics; Dr. F. R. Trumpler, professor of mechanical engineering; and Dr. W. M. Williams, associate professor of English will take advantage of the postponement to screen applicants for the award. Candidates must be junior engineering students with a 3.0 average. In addition to these qualifications, the applicant's record will be scrutinized by the faculty committee before he is allowed to take the exam.

Applications for the scholarship are being taken in the office of the dean of engineering, ZIMC.

The examination will consist of an impromptu writing exercise on subject material and data supplied by "Industry and Power" magazine. The test for the scholarship will be conducted by June 5. Under the arrangement, the faculty committee will select a winner who meets the qualifications. The winner of the scholarship will be announced on June 15. Under the arrangements, the faculty committee will select a winner who meets the qualifications.

Girls' throw Pie Social

Pie Social will be held in St. Joseph Auditorium at 8:30 PM on May 13. A feature of the evening will be the famous pie thrown by the students of the Tech Social. The pie will be auctioned off to the highest bidder.

Notice! Notice!

The Integral announces an organizational meeting.

TIME: 1:00 P.M.
DAY: Monday, May 1, 1950
PLACE: 101 MC

The 1951 Editor

I. M. PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS EXAM

GIVEN DEC. 1949
GET YOUR COPY AT THE IIT BOOK STORE
75 cents

At St. Lawrence and Colk and Universities throughout the country CHESTERFIELD is the largest-selling cigarette.

Kirk Douglas
Famous St. Lawrence Alumnus, says:
"Chesterfields are so mild they leave a clean, fresh taste in my mouth."

Kirk Douglas

Starring in "Young Man With a Horn"
A WARNER BROS. PRODUCTION

PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES
Framed Pictures
Picture Framing
Discount given IIT students, staff or faculty member
FICKS & COMPANY, Inc.
3313 Indiana Ave.

Swing up to CHESTERFIELD
They're Milder! They're MILD! They're MARCH OF THE MILLIONAIRES

Copyright 1914, 1918, 1920 by Motion Picture Co.

Look at the New
Contest for students

Junior Woodchucks will send spring's biggest contest for both athletic and contest with the company, and laughter is a golden rule.

Put your number, shoot your best shot, show off, and be a winner with the best "Turkey in the Straw" contest this year. The whistle is to blow in the school and the best shot wins. You can bring your own gun and be in the competition.

Swing up to the new CHESNERFIELD at the American Legion Hall for the fun of the contest of the century. The American Legion is proud to host the contest for visitor week.

Valuable prizes will be awarded to the winner. The event is free to all. Please come and enjoy the event.

"By Recent National Survey"